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Nancy Soloman, producer of this piece, revisited a school from an earlier story in addition to 
exploring urban schools in her own neighborhood. Tracing different stories of haves and have 
nots in urban schools, she asks: Why are “good” schools failing Black students? This piece was 
thoroughly executed with 5 years of solid research and relevant insight into education, focusing 
on informative interviews from both teachers and students.

 Instantly hooking the listeners with effective use of sound through weaving in music and school 
activity in the background, this piece is a compelling glimpse into the lives of minority students 
and what the minority achievement gap means to them.  Through exploring school systems 
from preschool to high school, the minority achievement gap begins very much at an early age. 

One of the most interesting and mind boggling segments is a walkthrough of Columbia High 
School in Maplewood, New Jersey. At this high school students are organized by achievement, 
not by grade. The tour guide and history teacher plays a game of “guess the level”, where the 
teacher points out it is easy to determine the class level by the ethnic demographic of the class; a 
sad fact, indeed.

The authentic voices from the students and teachers shed even further light on this complex 
subject; one student notes that students see the rappers and believe that it is cool to be bad. 
Another student points out that he was a “nerd” in 5th grade, but felt so alone, that he decided not 
to “do that anymore.”

 Soloman's narration is flowing yet structures, investigative but not judgmental. Although the 
story itself may not be groundbreaking, it is eye opening, that after years of desegregation, some 
schools are becoming segregated again. Her detective work, execution of story, and dedication to 
the piece make it nomination-worthy. 

Overall, this is a fascinating and somewhat heartbreaking series. The accompanying website, 
http://nancycsolomon.com/mindthegap/ includes images and interview snippets, providing even 
more contextual information. 
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